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TENSE MATERIAL
Designed by Piergiorgio Cazzaniga, Michele Cazzaniga

“A smart beauty, resulting from a thought and a know-how capable of transmitting a deep emotion through a wise 
accentuation of the peculiarities of the materials used”.Piergiorgio Cazzaniga

New look for Tense table offered in three different and surprising finishes.
Wood, brass, stone dress up one of MDF Italia’s bestsellers within its collection, thus creating a new range 
typology: Tense material.

Three noble and ancient materials, that have always been used by man to create furniture, here are processed 
with a soft brushing that highlights their material qualities. They dress up Tense, arousing new tactile and visual 
features and stimulating senses.
Brass, a perfect and rigorous surface, made soft by surface brushing that evokes ancient golds.
Stone, reconstructed by using river stones to get a natural surface made soft by an accurate brushing.
Quite a wrinkled and lived wood, a real visual and tactile experience.

FRAME AND TABLETOPS
35 mm thick tabletop.
- Natural oak wood with transparent acrylic finish. Top, edges and legs coated by 3mm thick solid wood
- Stone, in reconstructed stone, transparent acrylic finish. Top, edges and legs coated with application of 3mm 
thick material.
- Brass, in brass plate, matt brushed finish and transparent acrylic cover. Top, edges and legs are coated with 
brass plate.

DIMENSIONS
The table is available in 24 sizes, height 73 cm.



ACCESSORIES
The table is also available in a version equipped with 1 or 2 openings and an undertop tray.



Finishing

TABLE

Top/Structure

Wood Reconstructed stone Brass



 

TENSE MATERIAL  H/D/L

standard version | stone and wood
H73 cm  
D90   L160, 180, 200, 220, 240
D100 L200, 220, 240, 260, 280, 300
D120 L120, 240, 260, 280, 300, 360, 400
D150 L150, 200, 240, 300, 360, 400

standard version | brass
H73 cm  
D90   L160, 180, 200, 220, 240
D98   L200, 220, 240, 260, 280, 300

with one or two lateral openings for 
cable management in size 35 cm
H73 cm    
D90   L160, 180, 200, 220
D100 L200, 220

with one central opening for 
cable management in size 42 cm
H73 cm    
D150 L150, 200, 240

with two front openings for 
cable management in size 42 cm
H73 cm    
D90   L240
D100 L240, 260, 280, 300
D120 L240, 260, 280, 300, 360, 400

with two central openings 
for cable management in size 42 cm
H73 cm    
D120 L240, 260, 280, 300, 360, 400
D150 L300, 360, 400

The equipped versions are not 
available for the brass version.


